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THE GODDESS OF PEACE

Come, blessed ones, who want release,
Behold! Behold! the Goddess of Peace!
She sails on a sea of Golden Flame,
Of Substance Pure, so in Her Great Name,
Strive on and upward to give to all
Her Victory of Peace to those who call
From the Heart’s own depths of Love and Light—
Teach them to rise to Her Great Height!

Her eyes are raised to the Central Sun,
From whence comes all Peace to everyone;
And Life in Its Splendor gives to earth,
All that is Good, whose Glorious Worth
Can never be told in words of man,
Yet all can become God’s fulfilled Plan—
The Plan of Peace and of God’s Goodwill,
For It says forever, Peace! Be Still!

Great Goddess of Peace, we come within
Thy Temple Pure where no earthly din
Can ever enter or ever be,
The Altar of Peace, we all shall see
The Inner Chamber—the Light “I AM,”
In the Silence speak—“The Great Command”!

—Chanera
ELOVED Students of the Light, I greet you in the Honor, in the Name and the Power of Life! As the Messengers have thought, We have been somewhat silent outwardly but you can be sure We are very busy in the Invisible Part of Our Activity.

Let Me remind you, before I continue, that with Us, so with you here, all Great Power comes from the invisible. I am very grateful to your Beloved Lotus for calling your attention to and holding you again steady upon the Great Silence because all the students, in the much agitation which has been stirred up, now need calm, quiet and the stillness of the feeling world which makes them know the Truth definitely.

My dear hearts, there is not one of you, if you became still enough, who would not know definitely and clearly what to do at any time. Well do I recall in My experience when I was put in training to still Myself in the midst of great turmoil. I never have ventured to say this, but I tell you that you may understand how easy you are having it to-day in comparison with that which We did to gain Our Mastery. The Divine Director sent Me into a battle front and asked Me to do certain things in the midst of that turmoil. That was the beginning of My Self-control enabling Me to enter into the Great Silence under all circumstances. Do you know what I said to Him?
I said: “My Great Teacher, I do not think I can
do it,” and to My utter amazement, He said: “I
think you can.” He asked: “Are you willing to
try?” I said: “Most certainly,” and to My utter
amazement, it was as though I stood within the
stillness of this room. At the same time, how much
Assistance He gave Me I cannot tell you. In your
endeavor to enter into the Great Silence, you draw
the Infinite Power of that Great Silence about
you like a garment; or perhaps We should put it
a little clearer, like a canopy.

I made very little effort in that call, but My
attention was fixed All-powerfully upon the
Great Silence and to My utter amazement, within
a very few moments, I found gathering about
Me that Substance which shut out, just steadily,
the turmoil which was about me. One of the sol-
diers said to Me afterwards: “What were you
doing sitting there when such turmoil was going
on?” He said, “I was making a great rush to an-
other point and thought I was going to run over
you; but when I came close to you, it was like
something took me right around, as if I were de-
flected.” He said “What was that you had around
you?” Well, I did not explain, I changed the sub-
ject as soon as I could; but the words of that
soldier did more for Me than sometimes months
of training. I knew that instant, if the Force
drawn about Me could deflect a human form from
running over Me, then It must have Great Power
and I went on and on from that time with a speed
and power which, had anyone told Me was pos-
sible, I would have said Myself it was incredible.

That is why you do not know, beloved stu-
dents, the Power of this Light with which you
are dealing. After all It is the Law of the Uni-
verse! Oh, do you not see that? Oh, please do not
forget it, because it does mean everything to you! You are not dealing with something just here in the human world. You are dealing with a Power that is the Governor of the Universe and you are bringing It HERE!

Beloved students, is there one of you who fails to see the mistake in the old teachings throughout centuries, when mankind were trying to act here all the time, from that which they had created, instead of bringing the Power of Light into this which had to be undone and freeing the world and themselves from the discord? That is absolutely imperative! Mankind will never be free in eternity, unless they bring This Light thru the human form into this octave where the disintegrating and dissolving of the destructive force must be done.

I want to talk to you just a little on Fundamentals again, because dear people, you do not hold steady enough to some of these few simple things. They are your attention, your vision and your power of qualification. Any one of them would lift you to the heights or any one will drag you to the depths. YOUR ATTENTION IS THE MOST POWERFUL FACULTY KNOWN TO MAN and that is why it is so important to keep your attention off destructive things! Do not let your attention rest upon destructive conditions except long enough to understand what is required to be done.

I would suggest that as a student body—you have had your fun about it—you forget these vicious articles which have been written in the newspapers because every time your attention goes back to them, they help to stir up your feelings. Many of you are so tremendously alert and
would like to knock those people in the head but that is not the thing to do. They are knocking themselves in the head fast enough, but you get just a little impatient sometimes! Now I assure you, out of this will come an Ascended Master Miracle of Perfection!

Of course, these attempted suits against the Messengers have got to be stopped by the physical law! These vicious ones who have turned aside from This Light are instigating those things wherever they can get somebody to listen; but if you go right after them and lick that viciousness, they will stop it! It is for the student body to take hold of and lick them—so they will see the student body is standing back of the Messengers. Then, you will see the viciousness subside and everything go on beautifully again.

While all the attention of mankind has been on the conditions of the outer world, We have been doing some Tremendous Things from the invisible standpoint. I want each one of you, and I ask it of you, to within your own heart bow before the Mighty Goddess of Light, the Great Host of Light and Mighty Oromasis for that Service which is almost finished. From indications It will be finished before the close of this class. Bow in your hearts before the Mighty Astrea!

When the Great Ones set a certain time in the hope of an accomplishment, you will note that they often accomplish It much before the time set. The astral or psychic world will soon be consumed completely from our America. (applause—audience rising) I mean, dear ones, that the substance thrown off by mankind which has been charged with viciousness and which has become such a pressure upon them, will also be com-
pletely removed. It means the accumulation of viciousness released from anger, hatred, wrong sex activity and all that releases such discordantly charged substance into the atmosphere of earth, will be consumed over America. That, of course, as We have told you, has been drawn into its own belt which has formed the astral or psychic world. They are one and the same thing, and from the psychic world came such powerful destructive influence upon the mankind of earth.

As the Messenger said yesterday, the people of Europe and even the dictators do not know what in the world is the matter. They find they get so far, then the influence seems to disappear because the war entity of Europe was dissolved! My dear people, I do trust that you believe and understand these Almighty Things which are being done. Without this Assistance, mankind would not have the slightest hope upon this earth! Even with Our tremendous Efforts which We are making and have been for two hundred years, mankind could not go on any longer if this consuming of that viciously qualified substance had not taken place.

Maybe I am a little old fashioned, but I would not like to see My efforts of two hundred years fail this time. (applause—rising) If I know the American people as well as I think I do, there shall be no failure. (applause) Lotus you might be interested to know that I have had just a little something to do with the article you saw in the newspapers. The “Minute Men” of the past shall rise again! And this time with Legions!

You know, beloved ones, our beloved people of America are very resourcesful. They can do a lot in a very short time when it is necessary.
I do not know what you think about it, but I do not believe I have lost any of My Fire thru these two hundred years. Since (applause) establishing this Government of Freedom and bringing My people from seventy thousand years ago here, (applause) I ought to know something about them, and yet you cannot always tell.

However, with all pardon to the Messengers for being silent, I feel greatly rejoiced to-day in the achievement which is constantly lifting, lifting the pressure from you, beloved students, and from the people of America. Oh, when We get to a certain point here, We can do all that is necessary for the rest of the world. Do not worry about that; but let us get ready here first. Let us guard this Altar, this Sanctuary in America which alone holds within Its Hand the Cup of Freedom for the world.

That is why, beloved students, now I am going to get just a little more persistent. I even urge you, dear students, to think definitely before you start making your application and remember that your calls set the Infinite Power of the Universe, of ALL GOOD, of GOD, into action to bring the exact result for which you call.

My dear ones, please do not be disturbed by these affidavits and silly literature which are being sent around. Now we are getting right down to personal things. Do you know while it need not necessarily have been so, yet the strength within the student body has to be tested!

Now do not have any sympathy with those vicious individuals when I say that, not in the slightest; but there had to come that which drew forth the strength from within the students and proved who had the strength to stand loyal or
not! Really the great, great percent are standing loyal and the few who do not, are of scarcely any consideration. It is the strong, loyal ones who count in the protection of America.

Oh, now listen dear students, when We have asked you not to have sympathy for destructive conditions or persons, We mean that for your protection. Do not worry your precious hearts for one second about these individuals who have turned aside or failed. They knew exactly what they were doing. Everyone of them has sufficient understanding of this Law to know. They know IT IS TRUE! no matter what their lips say. So do not waste one instant sympathy or consideration. Turn your face to your "I AM Presence" and move in the Power of Its Light.

On the closing day of this class, there will come the most powerful release of the Cosmic Light thus far. I must choose My Words very carefully for what I am going to say to you now,—Coming into action and to the assistance of this earth, is the action of the Four Elements: earth, air, fire, and water. Fire and water and the air—notice now are the Trinity of Action within the Four Square of Life. You know those who have taught and studied deep into the old occult lore have taught much about the "Squaring of the Circle" and yet not a person in human form to-day knows what that means, but you are going to see It done!

When this "Trinity of Action" takes place, you will see astounding things. While it is quite crude in its expression, yet I want to draw your attention to one thing to give you a little idea of what I am talking about. In the book "She" by Rider Haggard, you will remember how "She"
called invisible Legions at her command! Well, the Coming Activity of the Elements is a very different thing from that, but just that one point conveys a little of what I am trying to tell you now.

When the Elements of the Air, Fire and Water go into action in the defense of this earth, by the command of the Great Cosmic Light, things will happen which mankind never witnessed before upon this earth. We think We have things ready for action, or nearly so, and I trust that We will be ready for all emergencies.

Think! you, the precious student body of America and the world, have been the means of all this Tremendous Inner Activity being drawn into outer action which has produced these results that no human mind could possibly comprehend, even if the picture stood before them. Only when you are raised still more in consciousness will you comprehend. Do you think your calls have been in vain these four years? My dear people, it is the most magnificent thing ever known upon this earth, when you think of the small percentage in numbers of the great student body of America and those who are studying and are sincere to this Light, being able to call forth such assistance. Then, my dear ones, do you not understand and see what your individual calls can and must do for you individually? Since and because you have rendered this service to America, then are you not entitled to something more in your individual lives, even without the asking?

Let Me suggest something, a very simple thing. Say this with all the feeling at your command three times a day: "'Mighty I AM Presence' charge me with Your Almighty Perfection, and
see that it is sustained.” My dear people, any time, anywhere you can assert that, even every hour of the day, if you chose so to do; for my dear ones, in that Perfection is everything the world holds for you individually.

Why do I ask this simple thing to-day? Because you are at a point where you can utilize it with great power, and the other reason is this:—it keeps your attention from focusing upon discordant things. So many have not yet come to the point where they can call for some thing and keep the mind off the thing after they make the call, and that is important; but now in your calls for the things which seem important, if you call the “I AM Presence” to charge you with Its Almighty Perfection sustained, you cannot possibly interfere. Send forth that call silently or otherwise and be sure you do not do it audibly in public where it would draw the attention of anyone. Where you can, in the privacy of your room voice it or in public send it forth silently with great intense feeling, then watch the results!

Notice again the third point. Instead of thinking of this, that and the other thing in the outer world which you might want to accomplish and scattering the force into that, you hold the whole Force of the Light of your Presence and that which the Ascended Masters wish to give in the way of Assistance, directly here (pointing to heart) to produce Its Perfection and pour the Radiance of that Perfection out into your world. That is the Mighty Magnet which draws to you all contained within Perfection.

You will notice there are some things which will seem more and more simple as these classes are closed but when you see the results produced
from them, you will understand the deeper you go into the great Law of Life, the more simplified it really does become.

When the Divine Director at a certain stage of My Progress said to Me: “Now you do certain things,” once I ventured to look at Him and I thought: “Can it be possible that such simplicity can produce such gigantic results,” and He answered instantly and said: “Quite true.” In the complication of the intellectual activities, it has caused them to forget the Simplicity of Life which allows Its Almighty Perfection to pour forth. That is why, beloved ones, I come to you to-day to try to help you grasp more fully the Fundamentals of this Great Law for if you pass one by, you may find your chance of success interrupted.

I would offer the suggestion that before you sleep at night and when you awaken in the morning, you call your outer attention to the Almighty POWER of your attention and that IT is more important than any one thing to be governed, as you go forth in your daily actions. Dear beloved students, if you want to have the full release and manifestation now which We are so glad and ready to offer, don’t discuss with each other discordant critical things. If you think someone is making a mistake, call on the Law of Forgiveness and ask the “Mighty I AM” to correct it, then take your mind off these things and each other! As Mrs. Ballard told you yesterday, one of the so-called students has styled herself as My “Inner Intelligence Service.” I am quite capable of knowing what is going on. I need no informant! Is it not strange individuals can become like that? You can see at once, she does not comprehend in the slightest what an Ascended Master is.
Coming back to what I was just saying to you, understand how it is with Us. By focusing My Attention at any point in the Universe, I can draw to Myself any information I require. Is My Attention important? You could do the same thing, if you only would! By your attention held focused upon your "Mighty I AM Presence," any moment you needed to know something which was not yet manifest in the outer, you could say: "'Mighty I AM Presence' show me what to do; give me the solution to this," then be still! Just go on about your business. All of a sudden like a flash, it would come through. Oh, you might need to make one or two more calls, but knowing the Law of Life compels the answer, you know there would be no such thing as failure.

That is why, dear ones, We want you now to enter in, if you will, in real earnest. Oh, your application my dear ones, is no idle thing! It is the Power of this Universe!

Perhaps to-day, I should bring out this one point to you. Why do you suppose all of this tremendous Almighty Application was rushed forward like a great avalanche for mankind's use? It would have been impossible, if it had not been known that many of these Inner Activities which have been achieved, could take place. While we have not practiced deception upon you in any way, dear students, yet there are things We cannot say to you, if it would cause you to let up on your application. We cannot tell you before hand what is needed in the invisible, lest you forget and think your application is not necessary. Your application is still very necessary, so go on in greater joy and enthusiasm than ever. That is why.
The Power of Light will one day show you Its Almighty Defense! There are so many things which touch fragmentary information and which have been brought forth to the outer world, but without explanation. A few individuals grasp, hold the knowledge for a time and then forget it. To-day, because of the release of mankind from the pressure of the human conditions and creations, they are in a position to hold steady and gain a momentum with a power and speed impossible, even two years ago. As long as mankind were not released from this pressure of discord in the atmosphere, they were constantly interfered with. That is why the interruptions and changes in the feelings of the students caused a fluctuating action with a great many. I ask you to watch your own feeling, and see if it is not a thousand times easier to remain stabilized in this Light, than it was a year ago.

When the Messengers were in Philadelphia, I consider it from Our Standpoint the apex of the vicious forces focused against the Messengers. Some day after it is past, for your information, I shall tell you something of what was there which had been gathering for an entire year because of certain forces existing there within the city. They saw We were just a little too wise for them and their fury knew no bounds, when they found out the Messengers did not walk into the net. I trust I have not lost any of My Alertness.

Therefore, beloved students, meet whatever arises in the near future with firmness and command; and if necessary go into legal action to clear out these vicious individuals. You will find it will not have to be done more than two or three times, until you will have Peace on earth again.
Oh, understand this to-day and do not forget it! These Messengers are not accumulating a mint of money. Everything that comes in from the sale of the books and the gifts go immediately into the spreading of this Light and the records show it! These silly individuals think because three million people know of this that millions have been taken in. It does not mean that three million sets of books have been sold! They are too stupid to see that, but because they want to be vicious they make that pretense! If all the three million people had the full set of these books, America would be free to-day, and don't you forget it! You must remember also, that through the Transcriptions hundreds of thousands of people have gleaned parts of this Instruction and are utilizing It, because they see and know It is right and constructive.

That is why I want you as students to understand clearly that there is no cash accumulation by these Messengers! Everything is given into My Direction! They ask not a dime for themselves and never have these seven years! As students, when you hear something to the contrary, you should put it down right then and there with no uncertainty. Therefore, you become the Guardians of this Great Light! I do not wish the Messengers to battle this thing alone any more, but if all the student body in America will take hold, I guarantee you before one year is past over your heads, you will see a transformation in the conditions of the people of America, you never believed was possible.

In your explanation when people ask you concerning this, if they be sincere, tell them this is the Law of Life through the Power and Perfec-
tion of the Individualized Presence of God which has placed the human form here; and that there is nothing of the occult or imagination about It. Be firm when you say these things to people and make them know you mean it. If somebody tries to start an argument say, "Shut up! You can't argue this question with me! I know and have studied this Law, you haven't, so why should you try to argue?" If you will take that stand, you will have no difficulty in controlling and governing conditions.

To-day, I am bringing you this information, but there is a great deal which We shall give you in addition before the close of the class. However, I wanted you to have this information to-day. This firmness of the Radiation which I am pouring forth to you is to make you feel the confidence and trust not only in your own Great Presence, but in Myself, the Ascended Masters and the Messengers that you may become like a great Blazing Sun of Light throughout the entire student body.

How and why do you suppose, dear people, the Goddess of Liberty and the Mighty Arcturus said: "If necessary that Light as of a Thousand Suns would descend into America and sweep all human selfishness and discord from the planet"? That must be drawn! How do you suppose It must arrive? There must be enough momentum in the call of the student body! That call, that momentum is nearing Its Goal! May I say to you all: "Have great courage!" I thank you.
CHRISTMAS, this year, should be more sacred to us than ever before in our lives, because of the very, very great need of mankind in the rest of the world. We should be the most grateful people on the face of the earth, for the Blessings Life has given us here.

Throughout the year 1941, let us once an hour send our Love and Gratitude to Jesus for His Personal Ray enfolding those who will give Him recognition and adoration. Everyone of us can call forth and visualize His Luminous Presence once an hour, around ourselves, our loved ones, those under This Radiation and then all throughout the world.

In doing this definitely give the Decree: "'Mighty I AM Presence' and Beloved Master Jesus, charge! charge! charge! Your Mighty Perfection and Protection around us all, and see that It is always sustained and dynamically active until all are ascended."

No matter how busy any of us may be, we can make that call in the midst of whatever we are doing and keep that Perfection going forth to help those who want the Constructive Way of Life everywhere.

Remember, the greater the outer problems of the people, the nearer they will come to the Heart of God—the "Mighty I AM Presence," for only when the outer necessity drives the attention back to the Source of Perfection, can Perfection come forth to the individual; because Perfection can only come forth thru connection with the attention.

The people's attention must be held to the Highest Power and Ideals of Perfection if they are to have that Power protect those Ideals.

Because of the great distress in the outer world today, the people are so disturbed they do not always know the right thing to do in time to help themselves. Our duty is to keep calling the "Cosmic Light of a Thousand Suns" into action everywhere with such dynamic Power that It protects and illumines all whom It contacts.
In calling for Jesus' Personal Ray to enfold all who are constructive, during the Seven Sacred Weeks, It intensifies His Service to the earth because of the greater recognition of His Perfection; and He as well as Others of the Ascended Masters can only assist to the degree that They are accepted by the people who need Their Assistance.

Mary, the Mother of Jesus, likewise stands ready to help at all times and as these Decrees go forth hourly, in our call for Perfection and Protection, the Light released becomes a Pulsation of Energy from Their Ascended Master Octave which dissolves the discord and replaces it with sustained Perfection.

Let us all call our own Higher Mental Bodies to stand on guard and remind us to do this, so the Pulsation becomes a permanent thing until we are ascended.

These Great Ones are ready, willing and anxious to give every Assistance mankind requires, but humanity themselves must assist themselves by reaching up and co-operating with the Law of their own Life by which the Assistance can act in the physical world.

In the deepest Love, gratitude and praise we have ever known, we thank our Beloved Messenger, Saint Germain and Jesus, for being the Open Door thru which we have been given This Light. May Jesus release His Greatest Light now thru our calls and attention to Him. May Saint Germain’s Desire for the protection of America be fulfilled now. May our Beloved Messenger’s Obedience fill us until we too are Free. May the Victory of the Ascension which They want for us all be accomplished in the most Perfect Way possible and all be Free quickly.

We extend to the entire “I AM” Student Body our Eternal Love and gratitude for your Love, loyalty and willingness to stand in the Light with us and do what is required, until our America is safe from all destruction and knows Peace Eternal.

May everything you have given in This Service to the Light be amplified millions and millions of times and come back to you bringing only the greatest possible Joy, Freedom and Eternal Perfection to all.

The Deepest Love of our “Mighty I AM Presence” enfolds you all, until your Eternal Victory of the Ascension.

CHRISTMAS 1941.

MRS. G. W. BALLARD & DONALD
HANK you, beloved ones of the Light. I greet you in the Name of the Victory of Life, the Mastery of Self-control and the releasing from your own "Mighty I AM Presence" of the Limitless Light, Power, Energy and Directing Intelligence necessary to render this service to your beloved America and her people.
Won't you be seated and will you be kind enough to make yourselves as comfortable as possible and remain seated, no matter what I may say—because of the Radiance which is here to render certain Service to you?

How I congratulate your beloved Lotus, Our Beloved Lotus, for her dauntless courage and strength to put before you the great need; for little do you understand, beloved students, how that very feeling within you which is critical or disturbing or fault-finding is an open wedge preventing your Victory of the Light.

Dear students, won't you see that as long as you allow persons, places or conditions to disturb you, you will never gain your Ascension in this embodiment, and such has been provided; the absolute assurance that every one who will give this—after all, very slight obedience—will have that Eternal Freedom.

My dear ones, may I put this before you? Taking it for granted that you are certain Saint Germain has told you the Truth, all who will give the obedience may be Free at the close of this embodiment, Free in their Ascension, Free forever from this earth and its limitations. Is there anything any human being would not be willing to do to have that? It is not a matter of persons, places or conditions, it is a matter of your Freedom, dear people; and if you won't assert the Mastery of Self-control to have that Freedom, can you blame anybody but yourself if you don't get it?

Now dear ones, please see straight this morning and see how you alone are the individual concerned with your Freedom and your Ascension. I guarantee you that every person, every sincere "I AM" Student, who will give this little
obedience, will have his or her Ascension at the close of this embodiment.

We have gone over the Student Body—you will pardon me if I say—with a fine tooth comb. That is a peculiar expression, but, dear people, it applies, for we are seeing absolutely the conditions, the motives within the students, and those whom We can depend upon to focus that Power for their Ascension and Freedom.

That does not come by a sudden impulse. Ever since you knew of your “I AM Presence,” this Preparation has been going on for your Ascension. Whether you make It in this embodiment or the next, still that preparation is going on because your Presence alone may do that Preparatory Work, in your obedience in the future to Its Request.

We were talking recently about this because of these conditions which are confronting you. When we see such intrigue going on in Washington, some of it in New York, and a lot of it in Chicago, you cannot tell, We cannot tell, what human beings are going to do. The brazenness of vicious human beings is unparalleled in the history of this earth; but the exposures of the viciousness and the intrigue is also unparalleled in the history of the earth.

Therefore, the people of America and the world are awakening more and more to that which is actually going on! Will you believe that ten years ago there were only twenty people in America who believed a word of the intrigue which was going on and had been for twenty years in your America; or a word of the spy activity which has been rampant throughout North and South America, laying its claws and plans until it
thought it was all set to destroy America; but little did those people realize what is within the character of the American people.

Other parts of the world have called America —“the children of Europe.” Well, the children of America have outgrown the parents, be assured of that. You who have the amazing ability, the quick speed and power of thought and action, have always surprised the rest of the world when a crisis arrived. I, Myself, am depending on that characteristic within the American people to suddenly arise and down these officials in America who are determined to put America into war; and I am sure that they will do it.

If you saw the Service K-17 and His Legions of Light, Saint Germain and Others are rendering in Washington,—Saint Germain has been there almost constantly—you would understand His Love for the people of America.

I was an Englishman as you well know. Twice I have seen our boys go from Canada to battle in nations in which they were not concerned; but since they were a part of the mother nation, they had to do so, but one day that thing shall cease from this earth also!

Dear people, no matter what confronts you, never lose your courage or cease to issue your Decrees for the Freedom of the people of America and the world from the clutches of destructive forces! This should interest you tremendously!

In Our observation among the people of the earth, they know just as well as you do that this time they are dealing with a Force with which they cannot cope. They know they are dealing with a Power of Light in Something which they do not understand but they know and feel their
influence waning daily from that which was easy for them only a few months ago.

Now this is why We feel tremendously encouraged in keeping war out of America and destruction from your young people of America. Oh, have courage, dear people, if you could see the change from the communistic elements in the colleges, schools and universities, you would have great courage. Harvard which was the first hotbed of the communistic element in America, has turned it down completely and what a blessing.

All of these things which have arisen, supposed to bless and assist mankind, have principally been claws of destructive forces and hundreds and thousands of blessed, earnest sincere people—for instance so many people in America, have not understood. You take the ham and eggs situation. My dear people, to have thirty dollars a week or a month from nothing in the world to support it, how could you expect it to survive or the nation? Dear people, Life does not operate upon that basis. Every human being has within himself or herself Power to call to Life to bring each one support.

Among their own people in California they are seeing this and the industrial world see that it would be very ruinous within sixty days, if allowed to go into action. To spread paper that has no value, except somebody's say so, among the people as credit is the most dangerous thing to mankind.

These are important things and this is only one of the innumerable things which are set into action to catch the attention of mankind and distort the ideas so the nefarious destructive forces may gain and hold their clutches upon the great mass of mankind.
When you see from Our Standpoint you will understand, God, the "Mighty I AM Presence," alone is the Owner and the Giver of everything which appears in the human octave; and any human being who will turn wholly to that Great Presence will have this supply, will have his or her own right activity, because nothing in the world can prevent it, if those individuals do not waver in their feelings.

Let Me try to convey to you that there is not one person in this room who, if he or she would give full confidence to the Higher Mental Body, whose Higher Mental Body could not take that one right out of this room, into any condition Its Wisdom saw was the right thing for success, happiness, health or whatever else is required. Your Higher Mental Body given Complete Authority will take command and lead you into all Perfection. Oh, that you could understand that—this minute—and give full confidence, power and feeling to It. After all, It does do everything which is constructive that you already have done.

You might think you do a lot of your activity from the outer standpoint. Of course you do the outer action, but my goodness, it is the Power of your Life, directed by your Higher Mental Body, which allows you to achieve anything! Why not allow It to achieve the full Perfection which It is?

There have been so many people who do see this, giving the full confidence to their Higher Mental Bodies. It has led them forward into great release and achievement, which they could not possibly have contemplated a few weeks before.

Think of the conditions existing in Europe to-day, of those blessed people not having the
slightest intimation of what you have! Think of it, dear people! The millions in Germany and Russia half starved to-day, even their God as they understood It, has been taken away. Some are secretly cherishing It in their own hearts, but they have nothing to look for—nothing to look to, all hope gone! You can possibly imagine an individual, but to imagine a nation in such a condition—millions of people, is quite a different thing, dear ones.

In America you are in a position to release at your call, Powers which if you give the full power to your Higher Mental Body that belongs to It, could take the place possibly of a hundred individuals. Think how you could multiply the energy or substance released at your call. In a few instances in America, where disgruntled individuals have been dismissed and turned aside from This “I AM Activity” they immediately proceeded to try to get people to let up on their Decrees showing how great are the destructive forces acting within individuals because of all things in this world to-day, there is not a thing more important than your Decrees sent forth in the mental and feeling world. That is the Power which must change the feeling world of mankind, their motives and desires and, unless that is done, you cannot have this Protection and the results.

It is the absolute determination of certain people in Washington to throw America into war within six months or shortly after the first of the year; but let us know now, they absolutely have no power, influence or money. Withdraw from them all power, influence and money to act in such capacity.
May I remind you again, my dear people, that with those very people in Washington, their Higher Mental Bodies want the same Blessing and Protection which you want and for which you are calling? I just sometimes almost explode in the Powerful Intense Desire to convey to the people what that one idea would convey, if fully understood.

As earnest, sincere Students of the Light, you have the entire Forces of Light and Constructive Powers in the Universe at your back, at your call to render this Great Service. In every destructive individual who exists in the world, the Higher Mental Body wants this same Perfection you do. You cannot use this as a general statement and don’t misunderstand Me in this, but We have seen some instances where a certain group of students were prompted upon hearing of a condition, to call directly to the Higher Mental Bodies of those individuals to command those human forms to stop any further destructive activity. Well, the effect has been absolutely amazing. You cannot use this as a general statement, because it is something which needs to be directed with special action, but in all conditions that exists to some degree.

Remember, all destructive forces have only the human accumulation with which to act and it is only a fragment of the Power compared to the Constructive Power of Light which you as sincere students are calling forth. That is why if you only saw it, you would know you are the Commanding Presence to silence in Washington every destructive individual there, who would drag America into war—to withdraw all influence, money or whatever else they were using to mislead people.
My dear beloved ones, if any one had told Me before My Ascension that such things existed in the world of human action, I could not possibly have believed it; but when you see the cunning motives of individuals, and in Washington those who pretend to be such a defense of America and underneath are just releasing the quicksand to destroy those whom they are smiling and fawning upon, you will understand what I mean. That to Me is the most incredible thing, but it proves exactly what your Beloved Saint Germain said to the Messengers, when they started out to carry this Light—“that the human ungoverned is more vicious than the animal in the jungle,” and how true it is. Believe Me, the Messengers have found that to be true.

Beloved ones, you who have this Great Freedom at your door to-day, do your utmost; and you may be sure your Higher Mental Body, seeing your right motive, will do what else is required for your Complete Freedom and your Ascension. As We observe only a few are really understanding and comprehending what Saint Germain started a short time ago in calling your attention to and reminding you to call with all your Being for your Ascension so if destructive conditions come into America, you would not have to remain here and see them, or be a part of them. You do not know, my dear people, what that means.

If you could have the conscious release in Your Higher Mental Body and go through Russia and Germany for just four hours, you would know exactly what I mean and what He means. The people to-day who have this great opportunity of being Free forever, are not shunning anything, my dear ones. You are just taking advantage of the opportunity Life is offering which will place
you in a position to render a service that in your heart you have called for during many centuries and, should the condition become such that these destructive conditions cannot be kept out of America, then you will be needed far more in the Octave of Light than here.

All the Great Ones are seeing with one accord that this Great “Cosmic Light as of a Thousand Suns” could be released before instead of after the great conflagration. Should that be done, America will know such happiness as no activity has known in this world in two and a half million years because that Light will take out of mankind, in spite of any human desire, in fact will remove those human desires of destructive activities of all kinds, jealousy, criticism, condemnation and all those characteristics or qualities which are the failures of mankind.

You know the Great Goddess of Liberty’s great statement to remove all human selfishness and discord—of course that generally covers it; but it means all these qualities which are the limiting powers of mankind would be removed from the atmosphere and their feeling world. Well, when that is removed there is nothing any longer there to act. Then naturally, the Power of Light in the individual would take Its Command and there being no obstruction in the way, would receive the direct impulse from the Higher Mental Body. They would act in that wholly constructive activity which their hearts want to do and which those who have touched this Great Light are sincere in doing to-day.

Your opportunity, beloved people, is very great. Only last night, or about two o’clock this morning, We were in conference, and I said to
Them: “Oh, what a wonderful thing it would be, if the student body of America could be taken in certain groups, shown and retain the memory of these Great Inner Activities. They would redouble their forces and energy to render this service,” Not that it should be done with any anxiety, but with a great calm determination. Do not ever let yourselves feel in your application, anxiety of any kind or frenzy, as it were, because that would be a far greater mistake. It is the great calm determination which is the charge of the Life Energy that goes forth and renders the service.

You have all noticed, perhaps, in your experience that if something suddenly confronts you and you become sort of hysterical about it, it grows worse and worse; but when you quiet down and come into a great calm serenity and the whole thing reverses. You not only see a way out, but all the constructive forces about you, come into action to produce that result which is necessary and which you require. That is the Power of Self-control and Mastery under all conditions and it is the great need to-day.

I suggest upon My Own Volition, beloved students, that every one of you before you retire at night, make that positive call for your Higher Mental Body to take such command of you that It does give you absolute complete Self-control under all conditions. Then when you feel a release and unusual power, you will be in a position to use it safely.

I know dear ones, you love your Beloved Saint Germain, but if you saw His endless, tireless effort on your behalf! It is the most stupendous thing, I have ever witnessed. Being an Ascended
Being, He of course never stops. There is not one moment of the twenty-four hours that He is not in action; and surely one day the people of America will appreciate what He has done. You as students do appreciate it—I mean by that, those who are sincere. Some still feel critical toward Him when He does something that they do not understand, but that is very foolish!

An Ascended Being never makes a mistake, dear people! If you will keep that before you, it will keep you from releasing any feeling ever that anything an Ascended Being does could be a mistake! There is no such thing! What mankind does not understand, the human oftentimes tries to condemn, but that is a mistake of mankind.

So as students stand guard over yourselves in Self-control, so you do not even in speech or feeling do these things because without speech, you can have intense feeling which makes a record in your feeling world that goes on acting there. Dear precious people, do you really understand that? Do you really understand that without a spoken word, you can release intense feeling which makes a record there in your feeling world that goes on and on weeks and months afterwards? Then you wonder what in the world is the matter that you do not seem to get results.

Do see this, precious people—when you are condemning each other you are condemning God—Life. That Life which enables those human forms to be here is God, the "Mighty I AM Presence" and whatever condemnation goes from your lips or feeling toward another who is the outpost of the "Mighty I AM," is a condemnation of God! That is the Truth underlying all human activity!
Then let us go one step farther. It is a condemnation of your own Life, since all Life is ONE! Do you not see how everything comes back home? There is no getting away from it. Whatever goes out must come back to you! Oh, that the blessed blessed students would understand this and then give the obedience and Self-control necessary! What transformations would take place in their precious lives!

My dear students, because you make mistakes and still do, do not misunderstand Us when We plead for the correction. Do not think We are criticizing you or that blessed Lotus is criticizing you. No such thought is there, but what We say is the citation of the Law of Life—of your Life—which must be obeyed, if you are going to have supply, health and happiness, which is the paramount thing in your Life. You cannot have it without obedience. That is why We do plead so earnestly for that which does give you the quick release from all these conditions.

Since you are first in many activities, and since you are all under twenty-one, We can justly say: “Beloved Children of the Light.” Do you know that remark is actually true? Your human qualities would say to you: “Well the appearance is still there”; but I say to you, this is True in your understanding of your “Mighty I AM Presence,” and in your Higher Mental Body, which is Eternal Youth, you are not over twenty-one. Won’t you feel that? Feel how spry you will feel when you live in Perfect harmony!

My dear ones, it is possible for every one of you to call forth that limitless energy to give you the sustained Feeling of Eternal Youth and Buoyancy. It will have to out-picture, if the feeling
is there. We have watched the students throughout the land and have seen the lines disappear from the faces of individuals in a few weeks and a few months at most. I tell you dear people, it is a transformation, but the people do not always even notice that. We are more considerate of you than you are of yourselves, because We do notice it. How do you suppose We do notice it? In fact We cannot help but notice it, because of the release of the Light within the cells of your face.

Why do you suppose, dear people, that the Light appears about the head of the individual before other parts of the body? There is scarcely a student who is sincere these days, if you put that one within a certain Light, anybody with physical sight can see the lumination about the head and shoulders. Why? Because it is Substance! That luminosity is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance. That is why the physical sight can see it, but the powerful pull of the outer world upon the things and conditions which seem to be so important in your world, is stronger just yet than the recognition of the Great Glory and Perfection which you are.

Your Higher Mental Body which is operating this body, so beautiful, so magnificent, so perfect, so powerful, can do all. Why not let It just take command of this? My dear ones, do you understand that, if you just realized it, you could allow the Higher Mental Body to release such Light thru your flesh that it would instantly remove every condition of imperfection there? Your Higher Mental Body has the Power of the Universe with which to do these things and you are going to do that! You are coming to feel that and We see it among the vast number of students, the feeling
gradually growing and intensifying until one day they can feel that Light release and feel it dissolve every condition within the physical body unlike that Light.

That Light is Self-luminous Intelligent Substance and replaces whatever of imperfection is removed on the instant. As you stand for that Light you will feel the Glory of It ever intensifying within you. Dear, dear blessed people, you are becoming the Victory of that Light. Stand by It, in It and with It, and call It into action with such earnestness so nothing in the world stands before that Light. Then your problem in the outer world must disappear because that Light is the solution of everything!

I see I have kept you quite late, but dear ones, remember you are at the dividing time of the ages. No one can choose for you. You must determine what you shall do—follow your “I AM Presence” and have your Ascension and Freedom; or the conditions of the outer world and come again in an indefinite number of embodiments to suffer. May you take your inflexible stand and hold it with such determination today! May We be able to release and convey to you in all that has been released the Strength, Courage, Glory and Determination which makes you stand so firm, looking at no one but just within yourselves to find out how you may perfect yourselves more and more and know that everyone else is doing the same!

May you live in that great joy and glory and have its Eternal Perfection, the Complete out-picturing in your human form and your world of action.

Thank you and bless you forever in the Eternal Glory of that Light.
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NEW MUSIC

T is our great privilege and joy to announce the release of a new Song by Godfre Ray King (Mr. G. W. Ballard)—Mighty Victory. Both lyrics and music were written by our Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, and are charged with tremendous Power of Light and Blessing to all who sing, hear or play it.
"MIGHTY VICTORY" is dedicated in Eternal Love, Gratitude and Blessing to the "Mighty I AM Presence" and the Beloved Cosmic Being, Victory. Mankind must have His Victory of the Cosmic Light as of a Thousand Suns, to hold control of the forces of Life on this earth, if humanity are to survive here and act constructively in the future.

Every time this song is sung, played, heard or the picture contemplated those using it shall receive from this Mighty Cosmic Being Victory His Mighty Light Rays enfolding them, provided they make the call to Him and hold harmony in the feelings. His Light Rays are Substance, Light, Energy and Perfection from His Sphere of Activity. The moment one’s attention is turned to Him, that one is definitely in connection with His Great Perfection, Victory and Power of Life; for His Light Rays carry His Feeling of Victory and the Power of Light over all destructive forces and qualities.

Send your Love, Gratitude and Blessings to Mighty Victory and call for His Out-pouring to be sustained, until all are as Perfect and Victorious as He is.

This song is dedicated to the City of Cleveland where it was first sung, to release a Mighty Out-pouring of Victory’s Mighty Miracles and Victories of Freedom, Divine Justice and Perfection, until Cleveland becomes an Alabaster City of Light as the Ascended Masters have commanded. May the Ascended Masters’ Marvelous "I AM" Temple of Light come forth in that city quickly; within which the Unfed Flame blazes forth the full Cosmic Power of Eternal Victory which raises all who enter there into the Ascension as soon as possible.
GODDESS OF LIGHT

Oh, beloved ones, realize your great position! The great joy that should fill your hearts for having come to this point of understanding where you can be master of yourselves and your worlds, by the calling forth of the Activities of the Powers of Light which know no opposite. My dear ones, do not forget it for a moment, waking or sleeping. This Power which you are calling forth knows no resistance by human destructive forces.

GODDESS OF LIGHT

As you keep calling forth this Great Power of Light, see that your motives are always right; that they are clean and pure in every way. Then as you call It forth know that there is not one thing in human creation which can resist or stand before that Power of Light which you call forth. That is the Action of the Light Rays, a Concentrated Form and is the Substance, Power and Action of Life which has within It Divine Love, Wisdom and Power.

NOTICES

NEW OUTLINES AND LOOSE-LEAF DECREES

It is our privilege and great joy to announce the release of a complete new FUNDAMENTAL GROUP Outline to take the place of the No. 2 Beginner’s Outline.

This new Outline contains seven (7) Lessons which all beginners need to be informed about.
No one entering the Fundamental Group should be allowed to enter the Regular Study Groups until they have attended the full seven (7) Classes, and received a Card from the Group Leader showing they are ready to enter the Study Groups and Large Classes.

GROUP LEADERS' INSTRUCTIONS

This Outline contains the Instructions given out in the Classes from time to time regarding conducting of Group Meetings, and will replace the letters previously sent out.

This Instruction is being placed in an Outline similar to Nos. 1 and 2 and will be available to all who wish to be informed about Group Activities. Every Group Leader should study this Instruction and be sure to follow same so Groups will be uniform everywhere.

The above Outlines may be secured from the Saint Germain Press, Inc., P. O. Box 1133, Chicago, Ills., or the Western Branch—P. O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.

Price each 5c Each Postpaid 8c

LOOSE-LEAF DECREES

Another Lot of Loose-leaf Decrees will be released during the coming 4 day Shrine Class. There will be about 50 pages containing the very latest Instruction and are very important at this time. These may be secured from the Saint Germain Press., Inc., Chicago, Ills., or Western Branch, Los Angeles, Calif.

In order to have a uniform price, all loose-leaf decrees and loose-leaf songs have been reduced to 1½c per leaf, consisting of two (2) pages. Keep this in mind when ordering. Regular discount to Group Leaders.

Price per leaf—1½c Plus postage
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• SPECIAL NOTICE •

It is our great privilege to announce that all future pressings of Phonograph Records will be made from a new blue transparent flexible material. We have been working on these for some time and feel we now have them perfected to the point where we can offer them to the public.

This blue transparent material carries a special healing quality and vibratory action and we know you will be happy with them.

Because of the increased cost of this special material it will be necessary to increase the cost slightly. Prices are as follows:

All double faced records made from blue transparent material $3.00 each—Shipping charges extra.

The records that we have released made from this new material are those of our Beloved Messenger, Mr. G. W. Ballard, numbers 3300 A & B to 3310 I & JK inclusive. Also the following:

No. 1203-1247 No. 500 A & B
200 A & B 501 A & B
202 A & B

All RCA Records now on hand made from the regular material will be sold at the prices formerly quoted—$2.50 for double faced records—Shipping charges extra.

Please send all orders for phonograph records direct to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles, Calif., P.O. Box 428, as all shipments will be made from Los Angeles direct, instead of the Chicago Office.
It is our privilege and joy to announce the release of another Series of Records of our Beloved Messenger's (Mr. G. W. Ballard) Voice—talks given by Him at the Shrine Class 1938, as follows:

No. 3304-A—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3304-B—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3304-C—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3304-D—Invocation and Explanation of the Chart, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3305-A—This Truth, Love and Harmony, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3305-B—This Truth, Love and Harmony, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3306-A—True Understanding of Divine Love, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3306-B—True Understanding of Divine Love, Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3307-A—Calling the Presence Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3307-B—Calling the Presence Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3308-A—Helping all Mankind Mr. G. W. Ballard
No. 3308-B—Helping all Mankind Mr. G. W. Ballard

Please send all orders for phonograph records direct to the SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., Los Angeles, Calif. P.O. Box 428.

These Records are all made from the blue transparent material.

Price Each $3.00 Shipping Charges Extra
NOTICES

New Charts

We wish to announce the release of our new Charts, reproduced from the Large Chart used in our Classes.

These Charts are more intense and brilliant in color than the former ones; therefore, more perfect.

They are produced in two sizes as follows:

12" x 21" medium weight paper . . . $1.00
Postpaid . . . $1.20

30" x 52½" on linen and mounted for hanging ................. Each $12.00

Shipping Charges Postpaid

The two smaller sizes — 2½" x 5¾" and 5" x 7½" on light paper will be released at a later date.
PROTECTION

OF OUR COPYRIGHTS

We hereby notify all readers and individuals everywhere, that everything in the books of the SAINT GERMAIN SERIES, the VOICE OF THE "I AM," OUR PUBLIC LECTURES, AFFIRMATIONS AND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN TO GROUP LEADERS is covered by our copyrights with all rights reserved, including foreign translations.

This means, we will not allow this instruction and Information to be deleted, distorted, adulterated or diluted for any purpose whatsoever and we shall protect them fully.

We are determined that this GIFT OF LIGHT, TRUTH AND FREEDOM from the Ascended Masters to mankind SHALL BE PROTECTED and kept PURE, TRUE AND UNCHANGED—FOREVER—that mankind may receive its Eternal Freedom and the greatest possible Blessing.

We shall use our Full Power and our Full Right to maintain COMPLETE PROTECTION AT ALL TIMES.

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.,

and

MR. AND MRS. G. W. BALLARD
All back issues may be secured at any time either by single copies at 35c each (40c in Canada and foreign countries) or in attractive bound volumes containing one year's issues priced at $5.45.

Your own copies may be bound to match the Saint Germain Series at $1.25 per year. A matching rod-binder is now available at $1.25. All prices plus shipping.

All subscriptions start with March, 1940, at $3.00 per year in the United States and possessions and $3.50 in foreign countries.

Your change of address must reach this office not later than the 10th of the month in order to assure that month's issue being sent to the new address on the regular mailing date. Your co-operation will be appreciated and our service to you assured.

Thank you!

THE VOICE OF THE I AM
Sizes below can be purchased at the

- SINDELAR STUDIOS -

2600 South Hoover Street  Los Angeles, California

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tax</th>
<th>Postage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Folder, size 5x7, hand colored</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, hand colored, 5x7</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>$0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Satin book-mark</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, desk framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, framed</td>
<td>$1.50</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2x3 1/2 folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Miniature, 2 1/2x3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>$0.40</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain Miniature, 2 1/2x3 1/2 tinted folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seals</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
<td>.00</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Pins</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>$0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Rings</td>
<td>$12.00</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Jesus, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master Saint Germain, 12x16, hand colored</td>
<td>$2.00</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>$8.00</td>
<td>.24</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Folder Jesus and Saint Germain, 12x16</td>
<td>$7.00</td>
<td>.21</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, 12x16</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus' Ascension, miniature folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, 12x16</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Luminous Presence, miniature folder</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 15x18, framed</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 7x9 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$2.50</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 5 1/2x7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 5 1/2x7 1/2, framed</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>$0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain seal, silver framed, tinted</td>
<td>$.30</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 24x32, sepia finish</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus, 19x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saint Germain, 18x24, sepia finish</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td>.23</td>
<td>$0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I AM&quot; Emblems (stickers)</td>
<td>$.15</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>$.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 30x48</td>
<td>$15.00</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;The Magic Presence,&quot; 12x20</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>$.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TAX COLLECTED ONLY IN STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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UNVEILED MYSTERIES, Volume I
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the first group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.50, Postpaid $2.75

THE MAGIC PRESENCE, Volume II
By Godfré Ray King
Containing the second group of the author's experiences.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" DISCOURSES,
Volume III
By the Ascended Master, Saint Germain
Containing thirty-three Discourses, explaining the Ascended Masters' application of the "I AM," with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

THE "I AM" ADORATIONS, AFFIRMATIONS AND DECREES,
Volume V—Parts 1 and 2
By Chanera
A selection of powerful Adorations, Affirmations and Decrees of the "Mighty I AM Presence."
Price $1.75, Postpaid $2.00

ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES,
Volume VI
By Various Ascended Masters
Containing twenty Discourses dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $2.75, Postpaid $3.00

ASCENDED MASTER LIGHT,
Volume VII
By Various Ascended Masters and Cosmic Beings
Containing twenty-six Discourses, dictated before hundreds of students, with three color plates.
Price $3.00, Postpaid $3.25

"I AM" ADORATIONS AND AFFIRMATIONS
By Chanera
Vest Pocket Edition of powerful Adorations and Affirmations.
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20

SPECIAL "I AM" DECREES AND BINDER
LOOSE-LEAF BINDER in heavy green cloth, stamped to match the Saint Germain Series. For Special "I AM" Decrees, and Loose-leaf Songs. These Decrees and Songs are printed on fillers punched to fit Binder, which hold about 150 leaves (300 pages.)
Price Binder $1.25 each. Postpaid $1.40
Decrees and Songs 1½c per leaf (2 pages), postage extra.
Postpaid—according to weight.

CHART OF "THE MAGIC PRESENCE"
A beautifully lithographed color chart, suitable for framing and contemplation.
Size 12 x 21,
Price $1.00, Postpaid $1.20
Size 30 x 52 on heavy linen,
Price $12.00, Prepaid
Can also be secured in SCENE-IN-ACTION, size 12 x 21,
Price $50.00
Size 30 x 52, Price $200.00. Both sizes, shipping charges extra.

TRANSLATIONS
BOOKS IN BRAILLE
"UNVEILED MYSTERIES"—In Two Volumes
Price $5.25
"THE MAGIC PRESENCE"—In Three Volumes
Price $7.75
"THE 'I AM' DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes
Price $6.75
"ASCENDED MASTER DISCOURSES"—In Two Volumes
Price $7.00

Plus Mailing Charges
PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, JESUS

PICTURE OF THE ASCENDED MASTER, SAINT GERMAIN
Hand colored steel engravings of etchings by Charles Sindelar.
Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00 each, Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF THE COSMIC BEING, ORION, better known as "THE OLD MAN OF THE HILLS"
Hand colored steel engraving. Size 12 x 16. Price $2.00. Postpaid $2.25

PICTURE OF OUR BELOVED MESSENGER, GUY W. BALLARD
Actual photographic reproduction in Goldtone.
Size 8 x 10. Price each $2.50, Postpaid $2.85
Size 11 x 14. Price each $3.50, Postpaid $4.00
Size 15 x 19½. Price each $10.00, Express collect
Size 30 x 40. Price each $25.00, Express collect
Profile
Size 15 x 19. Price each $10.00, Express collect

MUSIC OF THE SPHERES
LIGHT OF MY HEART
LOTUS MY LOVE
OH WORLD VICTORIOUS
RAINBOW RAYS
VOICE OF THE PRESENCE
ROSE OF LIGHT
SON OF LIGHT

CALL TO LIGHT
THE SILENT SENTINEL
"I AM" COME
NADA OUR LOVE
AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND
GODDESS OF PURITY
MIGHTY VICTORY

A Group of Songs—Music and Lyrics by Godfré Ray King. These songs are especially charged with powerful healing and activity, according to the meaning of the lyrics.

Each piece of music has beautiful lithographed cover in color, suitable for framing, each representing that which the music portrays.

Price each $1.00.................................................. Postpaid $1.15

RADIO BROADCASTING TRANSCRIPTIONS

"THE VOICE OF THE 'I AM'"
Monthly Magazine containing articles explaining the Law of Life; also Discourses by the Ascended Masters and other important subjects. Back numbers available beginning February, 1936. Yearly subscriptions begin with March, 1940.

Price $3.00, Single copy 35 cents
VICTROLA AND PHONOGRAPH RECORDS

1000-A—“I AM” COME.............. (Instrumental)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord  
Donald Ray King

1000-B—Dedication.............................................

1001-A—“I AM” COME....................... (Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord  
Donald Ray King

1001-B—Dedication.............................................

1002-A—Rainbow Rays..................(Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord  
Donald Ray King

1002-B—Dedication.............................................

RR-1201—INVOCATION.........................Mr. and Mrs. Ballard and Donald

RR-1202—CONTEMPLATION (Silent Night) (Harp Solo)........ Mrs. Ballard

RR-1203—BENEDICTION.........................Mrs. Ballard and Donald

RR-1247—CONTEMPLATION (Nearer My God to Thee)........Mrs. Ballard

200-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART..............(Instrumental)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

200-B—ROSE OF LIGHT..........................

202-A—SON OF LIGHT.......................(Instrumental)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

202-B—CALL TO LIGHT..........................

203-A—RAINBOW RAYS....................(Instrumental)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

203-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS..........

500-A—LIGHT OF MY HEART..............(Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

500-B—ROSE OF LIGHT..........................

501-A—LOTUS MY LOVE..................(Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

501-B—VOICE OF THE PRESENCE...........

502-A—SON OF LIGHT.......................(Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

502-B—CALL TO LIGHT..........................

503-A—RAINBOW RAYS....................(Trio)  
Lotus Ray King, Harpist  
Violet Fairchild, Soloist  
Frederick Landwehr, Novachord

503-B—OH WORLD VICTORIOUS.............
THE
SAINT GERMAIN
SERIES

| 505-A—AMERICA OUR OWN BELOVED LAND ........................................ Minute Men |
| 505-B—SILENT SENTINAL ............................................................. Minute Men |

| 3300-A—INVOCATION No. 1 (Shrine Class) ..................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3300-B—INVOCATION No. 2 (Shrine Class) ..................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3301-A—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) .......................................... Mrs. G. W. Ballard |
| 3301-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) .......................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3302-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) ........................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3302-B—THERE IS NO DEATH (Shrine Class) .................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3303-A—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-B—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3303-C—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-D—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3303-E—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3303-F—Beginning of the “I AM” Dictations (Shrine Class) ............. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

(The last three Records comprise one afternoon talk by Mr. G. W. Ballard and should be sold in a set)

| 3304-A—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3304-B—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3304-C—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3304-D—INVOCATION and EXPLANATION of the Chart ....................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3305-A—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY .................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3305-B—THIS TRUTH, LOVE AND HARMONY .................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3306-A—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE ........................ Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3306-B—TRUE UNDERSTANDING OF DIVINE LOVE ........................ Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3307-A—CALLING THE PRESENCE .............................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3307-B—CALLING THE PRESENCE .............................................. Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3308-A—HELPING ALL MANKIND ................................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3308-B—HELPING ALL MANKIND ................................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard |

| 3309-A—INVOCATION (Shrine Class) .......................................... Mr. G. W. Ballard |
| 3309-B—BENEDICTION (Shrine Class) ........................................ Mr. G. W. Ballard |
THE SAINT GERMAIN SERIES

3310-A—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-B—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-C—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-D—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-E—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-F—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-G—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-H—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-I—Excerpts from Victory’s Dictation, July 1938
3310-J—Adoration to Mighty Victory
3310-K—Benediction by Mr. G. W. Ballard

The above records are suitable for individual contemplation or use in Study Groups.
(All records are now shipped direct from the Saint Germain Press, Inc., P.O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.)

Price each—Blue transparent material (Double faced) $3.00

Shipping Charges Extra

Headquarters for All Publications
SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC., P. O. Box 1133,
Chicago, Illinois

SAINT GERMAIN PRESS, INC.—Western Branch,
P. O. Box 428, Los Angeles, Calif.

SINDELAR STUDIOS, 2600 So. Hoover St., Los Angeles, California
(Copyrighted by Saint Germain Press, Inc., Chicago, Illinois)